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Abstract—This paper addresses the data search problem in large-scale highly mobile and dense wireless networks. Current wireless
network data search systems are not suitable for large-scale highly mobile and dense wireless networks. This paper presents a
scalable and mobility-resilient LOcality-based distRibuted Data search system (LORD) for large-scale wireless networks with high
mobility and density. Taking advantage of the high density, rather than mapping data to a location point, LORD maps file metadata to
a geographical region and stores it in multiple nodes in the region, thus enhancing mobility-resilience. LORD has a novel region-based
geographic data routing protocol that does not rely on flooding or GPSs for data publishing and querying, and a coloring-based partial
replication algorithm to reduce data replicas in a region while maintaining the querying efficiency. LORD also works for unbalanced
wireless networks with sparse regions. Simulation results show the superior performance of LORD compared to representative data
search systems in terms of scalability, overhead, and mobility resilience in a highly dense and mobile network. The results also show
the high scalability and mobility-resilience of LORD in an unbalanced wireless network with sparse regions, and the effectiveness of
its coloring-based partial replication algorithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent technical advancements have enabled the devel-
opment of a large-scale wireless network (e.g., wireless
sensor network (WSN) and mobile ad hoc network
(MANET)) consisting of a vast number of mobile nodes
dispersed over a wide area. An important problem in
such wireless networks is data search. This paper par-
ticularly addresses the data search problem in large-scale
wireless networks with high mobility and density.

WSNs are used in various applications such as mil-
itary sensing and tracking, habitat monitoring, health
monitoring, environmental contaminant detection, and
wildfire tracking. In a WSN, sensors coordinate to
perform distributed sensing of environmental phe-
nomena, and collect and share widely-scattered dis-
tributed data in a cooperative manner, which makes data
search critical to WSNs. Also, considering the dramatic
growth of mobile devices (e.g., laptops, smartphones and
communication-enabled vehicles) and the restrictions of
wired communication, mobile data search applications
that enable ubiquitous data access wherever will prolif-
erate in the near future. It is envisioned that there will be
omnipresent wireless devices, and some urban areas will
be densely covered by ubiquitous mobile nodes (e.g.,
WiFi enabled cabs in the Manhattan Area) [1]. Therefore,
an efficient data search system for a highly mobile and
dense wireless network is needed. However, current
wireless network data search systems are not suitable
for such an environment.

The flooding and local-broadcasting methods in
WSNs [2–7] and in MANETs [8] are not energy-efficient
due to a tremendously high volume of transmitted
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messages. Local-broadcasting also cannot guarantee data
discovery. In the topological routing based method in
MANETs [9–11], nodes advertise their available data,
build content tables for received advertisements, and
forward data requests to the nodes with high probability
of possessing the data. However, this method generates
high overhead for advertising and table maintenance.
Also, it cannot guarantee data discovery because of
possible expired routes in the content tables owing to
node mobility.

Geographic routing based data search systems [12–
22] have been proposed for WSNs for high scalability.
Specifically, a file is mapped to a geographic location
based on the distributed hash table (DHT) data mapping
policy (a file is mapped to a location whose ID is
closest to the file’s ID), and stored in a node closest to
the geographic location using geographic routing [23–
26]. To search a file, a requester calculates the mapped
geographic location and uses geographic routing to send
the query to the location. However, in a highly mobile
network, a file needs to be frequently transferred to its
new mapped file holder, which produces high overhead.
Also, a delayed data mapping update may lead to a
querying failure. In addition, geographic routing needs
exact geographic node localization (e.g., (x,y)) using
GPS [20, 12] or virtual coordinates [17, 27, 28], which
exacerbates overhead burden and increases energy con-
sumption. GPS consumes nodes’ precious energy re-
sources and may not provide location information in
some situations (e.g. indoors) [27]. The virtual coordi-
nate methods need periodic coordinator updates, which
produces high overhead in a highly mobile network.

In order to build a scalable and mobility-resilient dis-
tributed data search system for large-scale highly mobile
and dense wireless networks, we propose a LOcality-
based distRibuted Data search system (LORD). LORD
divides the entire wireless network area into a number
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of geographic regions. The metadata1 of a file is mapped
to a region using the DHT data mapping policy, and it is
stored in all or a subset of the nodes in the region, thus
enhancing mobility resilience. A node needs to update
data mapping only when it moves across regions, thus
reducing maintenance overhead.

LORD has a novel Region-based Geographic Rout-
ing (RGR) protocol for data publishing and query-
ing. RGR only requires nodes to know their located
regions and region angle information (i.e., Angle Of
Arrival (AOA) [29]) using low-power antenna array
or ultrasound receivers rather than exact geographic
location, thus greatly reducing overhead and energy of
geographic routing algorithms. After a node retrieves
its queried metadata, it requests different file segments
from physically closest file holders. It determines the
sizes of segments requested from different file holders
based on their distances to minimize the file fetching
latency. After receiving the file, the requester publishes
the metadata of the file to its mapped regions. We
summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
(1) An efficient and congestion-resilient region-based

data publishing and querying protocol, which gen-
erates low overhead for a highly mobile network.

(2) An energy-efficient and mobility-resilient Region-
based Geographic Routing protocol (RGR), which
only requires region angle information based on
low-power devices [29].

(3) A parallel file fetching algorithm, which determines
several physically close file servers to send different
file segments to minimize file retrieval latency.

(4) A coloring-based partial replication algorithm that
replicates metadata to a subset of nodes rather
than all nodes in a region while maintaining search
efficiency.

(5) Extensive experimental results demonstrate the su-
perior performance of LORD in comparison to pre-
vious data search systems and the efficiency of
LORD components.

The preliminary version of this paper [30] introduces
the region-based data publishing, querying protocol and
RGR. This version additionally proposes a method to
maintain LORD’s efficiency in an unbalanced mobile
network with sparse regions and the coloring-based par-
tial replication algorithm. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design
of LORD. Section 3 shows the performance of LORD
with comparison to previous representative data search
systems in wireless networks. Section 4 concludes the
paper with remarks on our plans for future work. The
supplemental file presents an extension of LORD for un-
balanced networks, additional experimental results and
a concise review of representative data search systems
in wireless networks.

2 THE LORD DATA SEARCH SYSTEM
In LORD, the entire geographical area is divided into
a number of physical regions (Section 2.1). Each file’s
metadata is published to its mapped regions, and the

1. The metadata of a file records the file’s keywords, its mapped
region, and the file holder and its region.

TABLE 1: Notations and definition.
Notation Description

ni Node i
Ri Region Ri

(x, y) Metadata ID or location
V Expected channel propagation rate
W Expected channel transmission rate
Li Length of the file segment of selected file holder i
Ti Transmission latency from selected file holder i
di Distance from selected file holder i

d Expected distance between two routing hops
metai The metafile stored in region Ri

requests for a metadata will be forwarded to its mapped
regions (Section 2.2). Metadata’s publishing and query-
ing rely on the region-based geographic routing (RGR)
that sends a message destined to (x, y) to the region
with location (x, y) (Section 2.3). After retrieving the
metadata, a file requester uses the parallel file fetching
algorithm (Section 2.4) to fetch the file. A back-tracking
algorithm ensures that a requester still receives its re-
quested metadata or data even if it moves to another
region (Section 2.5).
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Fig. 1: Steps of file querying in LORD.
Figure 1 shows file querying process in LORD. When

file host A in region 8 publishes its file’s metadata, it
calculates the metadata’s ID, say (x, y), and then uses
RGR to send it to destination (x, y). The metadata will
arrive at region 3, which is located at (x, y), and it is then
broadcasted to all (or a subset of) nodes in the region
(Step 1). Later on, when node B in region 10 wishes to
query the file, using the same process as for data pub-
lishing, it first uses RGR to send its metadata query to
region 3 (Step 2). If a node’s queuing buffer for pending
messages to handle is under k% (k is a threshold), it
is lightly loaded; otherwise it is overloaded. A lightly
loaded node in region 3 sends the queried metadata to
node B by using RGR with the location of node B’s
region as the destination (Step 3). Node B then chooses
multiple physically close file holders and sends queries
for file segments (with determined segment sizes) to
them (Step 4). Each file holder sends back the requested
file segment to node B by using RGR with the location of
node B’s region as the destination (Step 5). Table 1 lists
the main notations used in this paper for easy reference.

We also propose a coloring-based partial replication
algorithm that reduces metadata replicas while main-
taining the data querying efficiency (Section 2.6). The
density of nodes in the area may change and the network
may become an unbalanced wireless network with some
dense regions and sparse regions. We will present an
extension on LORD to maintain the efficiency of LORD
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in an unbalanced wireless network (Section 5). Table 1
lists the main notations used in this paper for easy
reference.

2.1 Area Partition

We consider a highly mobile and dense wireless net-
work with nodes spreading over an area and are in-
dependently and identically distributed (i.i.d.). LORD
is proposed for a wireless network with a number of
landmarks. Considering the promising ubiquitous com-
puting environment in the future, such static landmarks
(e.g., base stations, WIFI access points) will not be
difficult to find. Once the landmarks are determined,
LORD divides the entire area into a number of regions.
A region is the neighboring zone in the transmission
range of a landmark and centered by the landmark.
Each region is identified by an assigned integer ID. To
make LORD adaptive to general case, the regions can be
any shape. We design LORD based on irregular shapes
(convex polygons), though the regular shape (a special
case of irregular shape) would make the design much
easier. Figure 1 shows the divided regions and their
centered landmarks in a wireless network. We use (xi, yi)
(1 ≤ i ≤ v) to denote a convex polygon with v vertices,
where xi and xi+1 are adjacent and x1 is adjacent with
xv . Two vertices are adjacent means the line connecting
them is the border of the region. Assume x1 and xs
(1 < s < v) are the minimal and maximal x-axis values,
respectively, which means x1 < x2 < · · · < xs and
xs > xs+1 > · · · > xv > x1. Therefore, each region can
be represented as a series of border lines:

R =



y = k1 · x+ b1 (x1 ≤ x ≤ x2)
y = k2 · x+ b2 (x2 ≤ x ≤ x3)
· · ·
y = ks−1 · x+ bs−1 (xs−1 ≤ x ≤ xs)
y = ks · x+ bs (xs+1 ≤ x ≤ xs)
· · ·
y = kv−1 · x+ bv−1 (xv ≤ x ≤ xv−1)
y = kv · x+ bv (x1 ≤ x ≤ xv)

(1)

Similar to the maps in the GPS system, the information
of geographic boundaries of regions (called region map)
is configured into a node when it joins in the system ini-
tially. We assume that each node has the ability to sense
the direction and signal strength from a landmark [29].
The landmarks periodically emit identification beacon
signals [31, 29], so that each node can identify the region
it is located by a signal received from a landmark in
its region. Like the GPS-based geographic routing algo-
rithm that requires each node to have a GPS, a device
with at least the AOA capacity is a requirement for
each node in LORD. AOA devices consume much lower
energy than GPS, thus greatly reducing the deployment
cost of a data search system.

The number of landmarks (i.e., regions) (z) can be de-
termined based on the transmission range r of the nodes,
and the size s of the entire area. For example, if we want
the basic region to be covered by the transmission range
of each node, the diameter d of each basic region should
satisfy d < r and s

z < πd2; that is z > s
πd2 . In this paper,

we only focus on a certain area, such as a campus, a
habitat monitoring area or a wildfire tracking area. We
will study the case in which nodes expand to cover new
territories in our future work.

2.2 Region-Based Data Publishing and Querying
2.2.1 Metadata Publishing and Querying
Locality sensitive hash function (LSH) [32] hashes two
similar keyword groups to close values with high prob-
ability. LORD uses LSH to hash a file in order to store
the metadata of similar files into the same region for
similarity search. A file’s keywords can be its file name
or the keywords retrieved using information retrieval
algorithms [33]. The number of LSH hash values of a
file can be one or more than one based on the settings
of LSH. We use m′ to denote the number of hash values
of a file produced by LSH.

When a file host publishes the metadata of its file, it
first hashes the keywords of the file, denoted as k, using
two different LSH functions, H1 and H2. The resultant
hash values (Hi

1(k), H
i
2(k)) (i = 1, 2...m′) are normalized

to virtual coordinates (xik, y
i
k) (i = 1, 2...m′), which are

used as the IDs of the file. The metadata is mapped to a
region that contains the virtual coordinates (xik, y

i
k) in the

region map. Then, the data host publishes the metadata
to the mapped regions using the RGR routing protocol.
The node in a destination region that firstly receives the
metadata broadcasts it to all other nodes in the region.

When a mobile node wishes to query a file, it cal-
culates the coordinate (xik, y

i
k) (i = 1, 2...m′), of the

file’s metadata and uses RGR to send requests with
(xik, y

i
k) as the destinations. The requests are forwarded

to the destination regions, which are exactly the regions
that hold the metadata of the queried file. If the first
query receiver in the destination region is lightly loaded,
it responds to the requester. Otherwise, the query is
forwarded to a randomly selected neighbor continuously
until reaching a lightly loaded node in the region, which
will respond to the requester.

The requester can specify a similarity threshold. The
similarity between the keywords of a file k and the
queried keywords kq is calculated by |kq∩k|

|kq∪k| , where |k|
denotes the number of keywords in k. The query receiver
responds to the requester with the metadata that has
a similarity to the queried keywords greater than the
required threshold.

2.2.2 Data Mapping Update and Location Update
In a mobile network, it is important to maintain the map-
ping between data and regions. LORD uses a reactive
data mapping update scheme, in which a node conducts
updates only when it moves from one region to another
region. During the movement, when a node notices that
it moves to a different region based on the signal from
the landmarks, it drops the old region’s metadata and
acquires all metadata in the new region from its new
neighbor. It also conducts location updates by sending
messages to the mapped regions of its file’s metadata
to update its current location in the metadata. In this
way, when the metadata of a file is retrieved, the current
locations of the file’s hosts can always be acquired.

The geographic routing based (i.e., location-based)
data search systems use a proactive mapping update
scheme, in which a file holder periodically sends out
messages inquiring the current closest node to the file’s
mapped location, and transfers the file to such a node
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if it is found. GLS [20] updates node locations to cer-
tain servers when a node’s movement distance reaches
a threshold for location tracking. Compared to these
systems, LORD has three distinctive features: (1) rather
than relying on proactive mapping updates, LORD uses
region-based reactive mapping updates to ensure query-
ing success, significantly reducing update overhead; (2)
unlike location-based data search systems that store a
file in a single node closest to the file’s mapped location,
LORD maps a file to many nodes in a region, thus pro-
viding high resilience to congestion and mobility; and
(3) unlike other works that only offer exact data search-
ing, LORD’s LSH-based data publishing and querying
enables similarity data searching in mobile networks.

To guarantee successful data querying, nodes conduct
data mapping updates when moving. The average data
mapping update frequency equals the average frequency
a node moves across different regions in LORD (denoted
by fLORD), and it equals the average frequency a node
moves away from a location and causes another node
to become the closest node to the location in a location-
based data search system (denoted by fGHT ). Obviously,
fGHT > fLORD. Therefore, GHT generates higher map-
ping update overhead than LORD.

LORD is also characterized by metadata storage
instead of data storage. Most current wireless data
search systems use data storage. Admittedly, data
storage methods avoid an additional file querying step
after locating the file hosts in the metadata storage
methods. However, in a highly mobile and dense
wireless network, metadata storage has the advantage
in terms of overhead for data mapping updates
determined by message size. High node mobility leads
to frequent mapped data (metadata or files) transfer.
Metadata storage only produces additional operations
of small-size metadata querying and replying.

2.3 Region-Based Geographic Routing
When node ni searches for a file, it first sends out a meta-
data query to receive the metadata of the file. Second,
ni sends out a file query, and then the queried file will
be sent back to ni. Finally, ni publishes the metadata
for its received file. These different types of messages
(including metadata query, metadata for publishing, a
metadata reply, a file query and a file) need a routing
algorithm to forward them to their destinations. To
achieve scalable, mobility-resilient, and energy-efficient
locality-aware routing, we propose RGR. RGR only
needs AOA [29] information and conducts routing from
a source region to a destination region based on the inter-
region direction.

A node senses the directions of its neighbor nodes and
always chooses the next hop within a certain direction
range towards the destination region, in order to route
the message along a comparatively shorter path. Given a
pair of source region Ri and destination region Rj , Ri’s
left-side angle range to Rj (denoted by LR) is defined
as the angle between the leftmost vertex of Ri to the
leftmost and rightmost vertices of Rj , and Ri’s right-
side angle range to Rj (denoted by RR) is defined as the
the rightmost vertex of Ri to the leftmost and rightmost
vertices of Rj . For example, in Figure 2, the source region
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Fig. 2: Region-based geographic routing in LORD.

10’s LR and RR to the destination region 3 are [α, β]
(i.e., ∠DAC) and [θ, τ ] (i.e., ∠DBC), respectively. These
two angle ranges serve as the tight bounds of message
transmission direction towards the destination region. A
landmark is always located in the center of a region.
For example, assume a node in region 10 intends to
forward a message to region 3. We can see that if the
transmitting node is located on the right side of the
landmark, its message can reach the destination region
faster if it is forwarded within triangle ∠DBC. If the
node is located on the left side of the landmark, its
message can reach the destination region faster if it is
forwarded within the triangle ∠DAC. When a node
exchanges “hello” messages with its neighbors, it can
sense the transmission signal strength from neighbor
nodes and identify the farthest node.

Therefore, in RGR, when a node initiates a message
or receives a message, it calculates its region’s LR and
RR to the destination region, and then decides the next
hop for routing. If the node stays in the left side of
its region landmark, it chooses the farthest node within
[α, β] as the next hop node. If the node stays in the right
side of its region landmark, it chooses the farthest node
within the direction between [θ, τ ] as the next hop node.
The forwarding process is repeated until the message
is forwarded to a node in the destination region. Thus,
RGR can always forward messages quickly towards the
destination region.

In the destination region, for different types of mes-
sages, different routing methods are used. If the mes-
sage is a metadata query, considering the load balance,
the message is continuously forwarded until reaching
a lightly loaded node. Thus, the replying workload is
evenly distributed among the nodes in one region. If
the message is metadata for publishing, its destinations
are all nodes in the destination region. Thus, it is broad-
casted to all nodes in the region. The metadata reply
message only targets the file requester and the file query
message only targets the file host. Since these two types
of messages have a small size, they can be broadcasted
to all nodes in the destination region. Since a file has
a large size, the file receiver in the destination region
first broadcasts a query to establish a path to the file
requester in the region and then sends the file through
the path.

2.4 Parallel File Fetching Algorithm
After receiving the metadata of its queried file, a re-
quester can retrieve the region IDs of the file’s holders.
It then locates the file holders in the region map initially
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for metadata replying.
1: // Sending a back-tracking message;
2: while have not received the metadata reply do
3: if it moves to a new region then
4: Send a back-tracking message to its old region
5: end if
6: end while
7: // Receiving a back-tracking message;
8: if receive a back-tracking message then
9: Add the message to its back-tracking message list

10: Broadcast the message to its neighbors in the region
11: end if
12: //Receiving a metadata reply;
13: if receive a metadata reply with its region as destination then
14: if its back-tracking message list contains the message from the

requester then
15: Forward the reply to the requester’s current region
16: Flood a message in its region to delete the back-tracking

message for this reply
17: else
18: if the requester is its neighbor then
19: Send the metadata to the neighbor
20: else
21: Broadcast the metadata to its neighbors
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if

configured to itself. In order to reduce file fetching
latency, LORD uses a parallel transmission algorithm, in
which different file segments are simultaneously trans-
mitted from different file holders to the file requester.
Since each segment has a shorter data stream than the
whole file, the total time period for transmitting all
segments to the file requester is shorter than transmitting
the whole file from one file holder. Specifically, the file re-
quester chooses geographically close file holders among
the located ones, and asks each file holder to trans-
mit a segment of the file. Different segments destined
to the same destination may arrive at the same node
in routing. Then, this node can merge these segments
before forwarding them out in order to save energy
for forwarding. Below, we introduce how to determine
the length of a file segment in order to minimize the
transmission latency of an entire file.

Channel propagation rate is the rate that messages
pass through a channel measured by meters/s, and
channel transmission rate is the rate that messages
are transmitted from a node to a channel measured
by bits/s. We use V to denote the expected channel
propagation rate, W to denote the expected channel
transmission rate, and d to denote the expected distance
between two routing hops. These expected values can
be calculated based on empirical data. These values may
change, and they can be periodically calculated to ensure
that they represent the current status of the network.
We assume that the total length of a file is L, and the
number of selected file hosts is m. We use Li, Ti and di
to denote the length of the file segment, transmission
latency and the distance from a selected file holder
i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) to the requester. Then, the average number
of hops between two nodes with distance di is di

d
. The

expected latency for one data segment transmission is
Ti =

Li
W ·

di
d
+ di

V . Since V �W , diV ≈ 0, then

Ti =
Li
W
· di
d
. (2)

T1 = T2 = T3.... = Tm is a condition to minimize the file
transmission latency. Therefore, Li · di = Lj · dj (1 ≤ i ≤
m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m). Since L1 + L2 + ...Lm = L, we retrieve

Li =
L

( 1
d1

+ 1
d2

+ 1
d3

+ ...+ 1
dn

) · di
. (3)

According to Equation (3), a requester can determine the
length of a file segment transmitted by a data host based
on its distance from the requester. Based on Equation (2)
and Equation (3), we retrieve:

Proposition 2.1: In the LORD parallel file fetching al-
gorithm, the shortest average latency for file fetching is

L

( 1
d1

+ 1
d2

+ 1
d3

+ ...+ 1
dn

) · d ·W
. (4)

2.5 Back-Tracking Algorithm
A data requester incorporates the ID of its region (i.e.
source region) into its request when querying for meta-
data or data. The required metadata or data will be sent
back to the requester based on the RGR protocol. In a
highly mobile wireless network, the requester may move
out of its region or even travel through a number of
regions before the response arrives at the source region.
LORD has a back-tracking algorithm to keep track of the
requester’s movement. In the algorithm, if a requester
moves out of its current region before receiving the
response, it sends a back-tracking message (including
its current region) to the source region. The message is
piggybacked on the “hello” messages between neighbor
nodes. Thus, each node in the source region keeps a
back-tracking message of the requester. Using this mes-
sage, the response can be forwarded to the requester that
moves out of the source region.

For example, when ni moves from the source region to
region R1 before it receives the response, it sends a back-
tracking message to the source region. Then, if ni moves
to region R2, it sends a back-tracking message to the
source region again. When node nj in the source region
receives the response to ni, nj forwards it to region R2. If
node ni doesn’t receive a response after a certain period
of time, it initiates a new request. Algorithm 1 shows
the pseudo-code for metadata request replying.

2.6 Coloring-based Partial Replication
Storing a metafile in every node in a region enables
mobility-resilient and fast file retrieval but generates a
high overhead for node storage, data mapping updates,
and location updates. To handle this problem, we
propose a coloring-based partial replication algorithm.
The coloring policy in graph theory aims to prohibit
two neighboring nodes in a graph from having the same
color. Stimulated by this idea, the coloring-based partial
replication algorithm aims to guarantee that a node has
at least one neighbor holding a metafile while avoiding
having the metafile in neighboring nodes. Figure 3
shows the metafile distribution in a region with full
replication and with coloring-based partial replication,
respectively. In the figure, blue nodes represent replica
nodes and white nodes represent non-replica nodes.
Compared to full replication, this algorithm reduces
the overhead for metafile storage and updates and also
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(a) Full replication

Replica node Non-replica node

(b) Coloring-based
partial replication

Fig. 3: Metadata replication in a region.

provides high file availability since a non-replica node
can easily retrieve a metafile from its neighbors.

In this coloring-based partial replication algorithm,
when a node in a region receives the first metadata
of the region, it stores the metadata and broadcasts
it along with a flip-flop key with an initial value of
zero (i.e., K=0) and a TTL (Time to Live). If a node
receives metadata with K=0, it changes K to 1, decreases
TTL by 1, and further broadcasts the metadata without
replicating it. If a node receives metadata with K=1, it
replicates the metadata, changes K to 0 and decreases
TTL by 1 before broadcasting. A receiver of TTL=0 will
not further forward the metadata. We will explain how a
node knows its received metadata is the first in its region
later on.

Because of high node mobility, the neighboring rela-
tionships between the nodes in a region always change.
To maintain the coloring status, each node in a region
needs to periodically check its neighbors to ensure that
it can retrieve the metafile within one hop. Specifically,
each node appends a flag bit in the periodic “hello” mes-
sage to indicate whether it is a replica node. Through the
“hello” messages, each node periodically checks whether
one of its neighbors is a replica node and records the
neighbor’s ID. When a non-replica node notices that
none of its neighbors has a replica, it sends a metafile
request with a TTL to a randomly chosen neighbor. The
request is forwarded until meeting a replica node, which
sends a metafile to the requester along the original path.
If the requester does not receive a response during TTL,
it assumes that there is no metafile in its region and its
subsequent received metadata is the first metadata in
its region. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for the
coloring-based partial replication algorithm conducted
by each node.

When a node receives a message for storing, deleting,
or updating a file’s metadata, if it is a replica node,
it conducts the operation accordingly and forwards the
message to its neighbors. If it is a non-replica node, it
directly forwards the message to its neighbors. In this
way, all replicas in the region are updated. When a node
receives a metadata query, if it is a replica node and is
lightly loaded, it responds with the queried metadata.
Otherwise, it forwards the query to the neighbor that
has the replica.

Replica management in node mobility. In order to
ensure that a metafile is always stored in a sufficient
number of nodes in a region with the partial replication
algorithm, nodes need to transfer replicas when they
move in and out of a region. Algorithm 3 shows the
pseudocode for replica management in node mobility
with the partial replication algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for the coloring-based partial
replication algorithm conducted by each node.
1: //Ensuring that at least one neighbor has metafile;
2: if it does not have metafile then
3: for each “hello” message from its neighbors ni do
4: if ni is a replica node then
5: Record ni in its replica node list
6: end if
7: end for
8: if none of its neighbors is a replica node then
9: Randomly select a neighbor nj

10: Send a metafile request to nj with TTL
11: end if
12: end if
13: //Handling received metafile request;
14: if receive a metafile request from nj then
15: if it is not a replica node then
16: if it has no neighbor which is a replica node then
17: Forward the request to a randomly selected neighbor
18: else
19: Forward the request to its neighbor that is a replica node
20: end if
21: else
22: Send a metafile to nj

23: end if
24: end if
25: //Handling received metafile;
26: if receive a metafile then
27: if it is not the metafile requester then
28: Send metadata to the previous request sender
29: end if
30: end if

Node join. When a node, say ni, moves into a region,
it checks whether it has neighbors and whether any
of its current neighbors has a metafile. If node ni has
neighbors but none of them has a replica, ni sends
a metafile request to a randomly chosen neighbor nk,
which asks for a metafile from its neighbors and for-
wards the metafile to ni. If at least one of ni’s neighbors
has a replica, ni can just stay in the region without
the need to be a replica node. If ni does not have
any neighbors, it sends out a metafile request targeting
region Ri using RGR. If Ri is not vacant, the request
message will be forwarded to a node nj in region Ri.
If nj is a metafile node, it sends a metafile back to ni.
Otherwise, it fetches the metafile from its neighbor and
sends it to ni. If Ri is vacant, the request message will
enter a region Rj , which is the proxy region of Ri. The
first request receiver in Rj notifies all nodes in Rj to
update their metadata metai,j to metaj . If it is a metafile
node, it sends metai to ni. Otherwise, it fetches metai
from its neighbor and sends it to ni.

Node departure. When a node moves out of its current
region, if it is not a replica node, it does not need to
notify any nodes before leaving. Otherwise, it transfers
its metafile to a node in the region. If a node has a certain
number of neighbors, the node sends its metafile to a
randomly chosen neighbor before leaving. If a leaving
node ni does not have any neighbors, ni sends its
metafile transfer request to its region Ri using RGR. RGR
forwards the metafile around the region until it meets a
node nj , which responds to ni. If nj is a metafile node, ni
drops the metafile and leaves Ri. If nj is not a metafile
node, ni sends the metafile to nj , and then drops the
metafile and leaves Ri.

The coloring-based partial replication algorithm also
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for metafile replication in node
mobility.
1: //When node ni moves into region Ri;
2: if ni has neighbors in region Ri then
3: if no neighbor has a metafile then
4: Request a metafile from a randomly selected neighbor
5: end if
6: else
7: Send a metafile request to region Ri using RGR
8: end if
9: //When node ni moves out of its region Ri;

10: if ni is a replica node then
11: if ni has neighbors in region Ri then
12: Send its metafile to a randomly selected neighbor
13: Delete its metafile and leave
14: else
15: Send a metafile transfer request to region Ri

16: end if
17: if ni receives a metafile transfer response from nj then
18: if nj is not a replica node in Ri then
19: Send metafile to nj

20: end if
21: ni deletes its metafile and leave
22: end if
23: end if

reduces the overhead due to intra-region mobility. When
a node moves into a new region, without the algorithm,
it needs to acquire metadata and drops its old metadata.
With the algorithm, only when the node is a replica
node, it needs to move its metadata to its old neighbor;
if the node has a neighbor with metadata in the new
region, it does not need to acquire metadata.

3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to simulate a highly dense network, we
conducted simulation on the ONE event-driven
simulator [34]. We compared the performance of LORD
with GHT [12] and GLS [20], the most representative
geographic routing based (locality-based) data search
systems. GHT maps a file to a geographic location,
and stores it in the node closest to the location. GHT
employs geographic routing for file publishing and
querying. Each node holder periodically sends out a
mapping update message to check for a new closest
node to the file’s location and transfers the file when
needed. GLS is a node location service for geographic
routing. We extended it for data search system. In GLS,
the entire geographic area is recursively divided into a
hierarchy of increasing smaller squares. The metadata
of a node’s file is mapped to several squares and stored
in nodes in the squares that have the closest IDs to the
node virtual ID. A message is routed based on node
virtual IDs, and geographic routing is employed in
each routing step. If a node’s moving distance reaches
a pre-defined updating distance threshold, it sends its
new location to the new mapped nodes of its metadata
. As in [20], we set the updating distance of GLS to 50m
in the experiments. As in [12], we set the metadata-
location mapping update interval to 2s. To make all
methods comparable, we mapped file metadata rather
than files to nodes in all methods. We set the location
updating interval in GHT to 2s in our experiment.

In order to test the performance of a topological
routing based data search system, we include LORD
with AODV [35] (denoted by AODV) instead of RGR for

data transmission in the comparison set. AODV is an on-
demand multi-hop routing protocol that builds a route
path from the source to the destination using flooding,
and then transmits a message along the path. To measure
the effectiveness of the coloring-based partial replication
algorithm, we also evaluated LORD with this algorithm
(denoted by LORD-P) and LORD with full replication
(denoted by LORD-F).

In the simulation, all nodes move within a
2200m*2200m area. We divided the area into 100
regions with a 220m*220m region size. We set the
transmission range of each mobile node to 150m. Thus,
a node can reach almost half of the nodes in its region.
Unless otherwise specified, the number of nodes was
set to 1000. In order to reflect a realistic mobile network,
we randomly classified the nodes into three groups with
moving speeds randomly chosen within [0.5-2.5]m/s,
[1-5]m/s and [20-30]m/s to represent the movement of
walkers, bikers and cars. The ratio of the number of
nodes in the three groups of nodes was set to 4:3:3. The
packet transmission speed of nodes was set to 250kbit/s
and the size of each file’s metadata was set to 2kbits
(kb). The buffer size of each node was set to 5Mb.
A message arriving at a node with a fully occupied
buffer is dropped. All nodes move according to the
movement pattern in [36] with 0 pause time. That is,
each node randomly selects a region as its destination
and moves to the region, and then it randomly selects
another region as the destination and moves towards
that region. We initially assigned 400 files to randomly
chosen nodes. The simulation first warmed up for 100s
and then ran for 400s, in which we randomly selected
4 nodes every second to query for randomly selected
files. In the experiments, every message was transmitted
once without retransmission. The overload threshold
in each node was set to 0.8. Each experiment was run
for 10 times. We report the results that are within 95%
confidence interval.

We used the following metrics in the evaluation:
1) Average success rate. A node’s success rate is the

ratio of the number of received files to the number
of initiated file queries. This metric represents the
performance of successful data querying.

2) Average path length. A query’s path length is the
number of hops for routing the query to the meta-
data holder. This metric represents routing protocol
efficiency.

3) Overhead. This is the total number of all traversed
hops in metadata responding, mapping updating,
and location updating. This metric shows the over-
head and reflects the energy-efficiency of a data
search system.

3.1 Scalability and Efficiency
Figure 4(a) shows the average success rate in different
data search systems with varied number of nodes in a
network. The figure shows that the success rate follows
LORD>GHT>GLS�AODV, which confirms the high
success rate of LORD. GHT stores data in the node clos-
est to the data’s location, leading to frequent changes of
a data’s home node in a highly mobile wireless network.
If mapping updates are not timely, a file query can arrive
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at the file’s new home node before the file is transferred
to it. Also, GHT’s periodic proactive mapping updates
generate many messages and higher channel contention,
leading to message drops. In LORD, a node conducts
mapping updates only when it changes its region. Its
back-tracking algorithm enhances the probability that
a response successfully arrives at the requester. Fewer
mapping updates, timely mapping updates, fewer loca-
tion update messages and back-tracking cause LORD
to have a higher success rate than GHT. GLS copes
with node mobility by requiring a node to update its
metadata with its new location in all its home nodes
when its movement distance exceeds a threshold. One
metadata is mapped to a number of nodes. Also, these
update messages travel along the long virtual ID based
paths, thus resulting in higher transmission overhead
and exacerbating traffic congestion. Therefore, GLS has a
lower success rate. We note that the average success rate
of AODV drops sharply with the increase of the number
of nodes in the system. This is caused by the flooding-
based on-demand routing in AODV. In a larger-scale
network, it is more likely that a node in the observed
route moves away before a message is forwarded to it,
resulting in routing failures. Moreover, flooding makes
the channel contention more severe, leading to more
message drops.

We see that the average success rate of each system
decreases as the network size increases. More nodes
moving in the network causes more mapping updates.
This increases the probability of untimely mapping up-
dates, and hence increases the number of occasions that a
node receives a data query it cannot answer. Also, more
messages for mapping updates lead to higher channel
contention and hence more message drops. We also
see that LORD-P generates success rate comparable to
LORD-F. This is because the coloring-based replication
algorithm ensures that each node can find a metadata
item from its neighbors. This result confirms the effec-
tiveness of this algorithm in reducing replicas without
compromising data search efficiency.

Figure 4(b) shows the average path length for
metadata querying versus the network size in different
data search systems. We see that the average path
length follows GLS>AODV>GHT≈LORD and that of
GLS increases rapidly as the network size grows, which
confirms the high data search efficiency of LORD.
GLS’s routing is based on node virtual IDs. The next
hop in the virtual path may not be the geographically
closest node, which leads to a longer travel path,
especially in a large-scale network. Thus, GLS has low

scalability. The geographic routing employed in GHT
forwards a message to a node geographically closer
to the destination in each step, generating the shortest
path. RGR in LORD achieves similar path lengths even
without the exact geographic location information. In
AODV, a source node broadcasts a packet and the
destination detects the shortest-latency path, which
is not necessarily the shortest-length path, so AODV
produces longer routing path lengths. We also see that
LORD-P and LORD-F have approximately the same
path lengths, which implies that an occasional extra hop
in querying in LORD-P does not greatly affect its overall
querying path length. This result again confirms the
effectiveness of the coloring-based replication algorithm.

Figure 4(c) shows the total overhead versus the num-
ber of nodes in the system. In the figure, GHT-2 and
GHT-10 denote GHT with updating interval equals
to 2s and 10s, respectively. The result follows GHT-
2>GLS�GHT-10≈LORD-F>LORD-P. Also, as the num-
ber of nodes in the system increases, the overheads of
GHT-2 and GLS increase rapidly, those of GHT-10 and
LORD-F increase slightly, and that of LORD-P stays
nearly constant. The results confirm the low overhead
and high scalability of LORD and the effectiveness of its
coloring-based replication algorithm. The reasons for the
different performance between GLS, GHT and LORD are
the same as in Figure 4(b). GHT-2 generates significantly
higher overhead than GHT-10 because GHT-2 has a
higher location update frequency. LORD-P has much
lower overhead than LORD-F because it generates fewer
data mapping updates. In LORD-F, when a node moves
from one region to another region, one metafile in the
new region is always transferred to the node. In LORD-
P, if one of the node’s neighbors has the metafile, no
metafile transfer is needed. If the node is a replica node,
it also needs to transfer its metafile to its neighbor
in the old region. The result shows the effectiveness
of the coloring-based replication algorithm in reducing
overhead.

In conclusion, the higher success rate, shorter path
length and lower overhead of LOAD indicate its high
scalability. Also, LORD-P has lower overhead than
LORD-F and has comparable success rate and average
path length to LORD-F, which confirms the effectiveness
of the coloring-based replication algorithm in reducing
overhead without compromising LORD’s scalability.

3.2 Congestion Resilience
In order to compare the congestion resilience perfor-
mance of different systems, we randomly selected a
number of nodes to send queries on the same file
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simultaneously. We randomly selected 100 files to be
queried. Figure 5 shows the average query success rate
versus different number of queries sent at one time
for a file. We see that as the number of simultaneous
queries on a file increases, the average success rate in all
systems decreases due to the congestion on the metadata
holders. The figure also shows that the decrease rate
follows LORD<GHT<GLS�AODV, which confirms the
high congestion resilience of LORD. In LORD, all nodes
in a region can provide the queried metadata and only
a lightly loaded node responds. Therefore, the nodes are
less likely to be congested. In contrast, in GLS, GHT and
AODV, as the query can only be resolved by one node
in the system, the node is very likely to be congested
by many queries. In addition, LORD’s back-tracking
algorithm increases the probability that a metadata or
file response successfully arrives at the requester.

3.3 Mobility Resilience
Figure 6 shows the average success rate versus node
moving speed. We see that LORD-F and LORD-P
generate the highest success rate and GLS generates
higher success rate than others. LORD-F, LORD-P and
GLS exhibit slight decreases as node moving speed
increases, which demonstrates their high mobility
resilience. The success rates of GHT-2 and GHT-10 are
much lower and drop sharply when node moving speed
increases, and AODV produces the lowest success rate.
Mapping updates play an important role in ensuring
that metadata is stored in its mapped node in node
mobility to guarantee querying success. In both LORD-F
and LORD-P, the mapping updates and location updates
occur only when a node moves out of a region. Also,
LORD’s back-tracking algorithm helps forward data to
the requester. Further, the redundant replicas in LORD
help increase success rate. As a result, LORD-F and
LORD-P produce a high success rate. The similar success
rates of LORD-F and LORD-P demonstrate the effective-
ness of the coloring-based partial replication algorithm
in maintaining the success rate while reducing overhead.

GLS’s long physical routing path due to virtual ID
based routing in mapping updates cannot guarantee
timely updates, leading to slightly lower success rate
than LORD. In GHT, with increasing node moving
speed, the periodic mapping updates cannot guarantee
that a file is always stored in the node closest to the
file’s mapped location, leading to a sharp decrease in
the success rate. GHT-2 achieves a higher success rate
than GHT-10 due to its higher update rate. In AODV,
nodes in the shortest observed path are more likely to be
unavailable with faster node mobility. Also, the flooding

for AODV path detection and the more frequent map-
ping updates in faster node mobility exacerbate channel
congestion and hence message drops. Consequently, the
success rate of AODV is very low and decreases as the
node moving speed increases.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the total overhead versus
the moving speed of nodes without GLS and with GLS,
respectively. The figures show that the overhead of GHT
remains constant regardless of the node moving speed.
In GHT, each data holder periodically probes whether
there is a node located closer to the mapped location
of the data. Thus, its location update frequency is fixed
and it is not affected by node moving speed. GHT-2
generates higher mapping update overhead than GHT-
10 because of its higher update frequency. Recall that
GHT also has a low success rate in high node mobility in
Figure 6. Hence, GHT is not appropriate in a highly dy-
namic environment. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show that the
overheads of GLS, LORD-F, and LORD-P increase as the
node moving speed increases and GLS increases rapidly.
As the node moving speed increases, GLS and LORD
produce more location updates and metafile updates. In
GLS, a node stores its file’s metadata in a number of
home nodes and updates the information when it moves
a certain distance. Also, the update metadata travels
along a virtual path rather than the geographically short-
est path. In LORD-F, a node conducts metadata and
location updates only when it moves from one region to
another, which makes it generate fewer update messages
than GLS. LORD-P generates less overhead than LORD-
F due to the same reason as in Figure 4(c). These results
confirm the high mobility resilience of LORD.

4 CONCLUSION
The advancements in WSNs and the rapid increase
of wireless devices necessitate an efficient data search
system for a large-scale, highly mobile and dense wire-
less network. Current decentralized data search systems
either rely on topological routing or geographic rout-
ing. The former fails to achieve high scalability due
to flooding-based routing or routing table maintenance,
while the latter is not resilient to high node mobility
and generates high update overhead and energy con-
sumption. In this paper, we propose a LOcality-based
distRibuted Data search system (LORD) for large-scale,
highly mobile and dense wireless networks.

LORD consists of a region-based data publishing
and querying protocol and a region-based geographic
routing protocol (RGR). It divides the network area
into regions, maps the metadata of similar files to the
same region for similarity data retrieval, and stores the
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metadata in multiple nodes in the region for mobility-
resilience. Unlike the traditional geographic routing,
LORD’s RGR generates low overhead by forwarding
data in the direction of its destination without relying
on GPSs. LORD has a coloring-based partial replication
algorithm that reduces the number of replicas in a region
while maintaining the querying success rate. It further
has a parallel file fetching algorithm to minimize the file
fetching latency. LORD also works for an unbalanced
wireless network with sparse regions. Extensive experi-
mental results show the superiority of LORD over other
data search systems in terms of scalability, overhead and
mobility resilience. In the future, we will study how to
leverage social network properties in LORD and test the
system with real human movement trace data.
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5 DATA SHARING IN UNBALANCED NET-
WORKS
Definition 1: A network in which nodes are distributed
in balance and every region is a dense region is called a
balanced network. A network in which the distribution of
nodes is unbalanced and some regions are sparse regions
is called an unbalanced network.

RGR works well in a balanced network, in which a
node can always forward a message to the farthest node
that is located within the angle range between the source
region and the destination region. However, such a next
hop may not be found in an unbalanced network. To
solve this problem, when a node cannot find a node in
the specified angle range, it releases the angle constraint
in the routing.

As shown in Figure 8, if a node meets a low-density
region (e.g., region 3), it measures its angles ω with its
neighbors. Specifically, if the node is on the right side of
the landmark, it chooses the neighbor that has the angle
ω larger but closest to angle τ ; if the node is on the left
side of the landmark, it chooses the neighbor that has the
angle ω larger but closest to angle β. Thus, the message
moves around the region and gradually moves into the
angle ranges of LR and RR. In this way, when a sparse
region is not vacant (Figure 8(a)), a message is forwarded
around the region until arriving at a node in the region;
when a sparse region is vacant (Figure 8(b)), a message
is forwarded around the vacant region until arriving at
region 4. Then, region 4 will store, delete and update
metadata for region 3. We define region 4 as region 3’s
proxy region.

Definition 2: The proxy region of region Ri is the
region that stores the metadata of Ri when Ri is vacant.

We use a metadata file (metafile in short) to represent
the collection of the metadata of all files mapped to a
region. We use metai to denote the metafile stored in
region Ri.

Definition 3: A metafile metai,j = metai + metaj is
generated by merging metafile metai and metafile metaj ;
A metafile metai = metai,j − metaj is generated by
separating metafile metaj from metai,j .
Below, we explain how to conduct mapping updates to
maintain data-region mapping in unbalanced networks.

Node join. Recall that node ni needs to request a
metafile from its neighbor when it moves into a new
region. If a node does not have a neighbor when it moves
into a new region Ri, it sends a request using RGR with
Ri as the destination. If Ri was vacant before ni moves
in, the request will arrive at Ri’s proxy region Rj . Then,
the first request receiver in Rj will notify all nodes in
Rj to update their metafile metai,j to metaj and sends
metai to ni. Thus, the metai temporarily stored in the
proxy region Rj is moved back to Ri. If Ri was not
vacant before ni moves in, the request receiver sends
metai to ni using RGR.

Node departure. When node ni in region Ri moves out
of its region, it sends a message to Ri using RGR if it
does not have any neighbors. The message receiver nj
sends a response with its region to ni. If nj is in Ri, ni
drops the metafile and leaves Ri. If nj is in Rj rather
than Ri, which means that ni is the only node in Ri and
Rj is Ri’s proxy region, ni forwards the metafile to Rj .
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Fig. 8: RGR routing in sparse networks.
The node in Rj that first receives the metafile broadcasts
it as it does for new metadata. Then, metaj stored in the
nodes in Rj is updated to metai,j . That is, Ri’s proxy
region Rj temporarily manages the metafile for Ri.

Node failure. A node may fail due to a software or hard-
ware problem. Because mobile nodes exchange beacon
messages periodically, the neighbors of failed node ni
can notice that node ni fails and will avoid forwarding
messages to ni in routing or data retrieval. Because the
stored data is replicated in multiple nodes in a region, as
long as one node is alive in the region, the data mapped
to this region can be successfully retrieved. If the failed
node is the only node in a region, then the stored data
is lost. However, this case is very rare.
6 ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Comparison of Full Replication and Partial
Replication
To test the performance of LORD-F and LORD-P in
achieving load balance, as shown in Figure 9(a), we
regarded a randomly chosen tested geographic region in
the network consisting of a number of concentric circles
with different radii, and recorded the total number of
queries received by the nodes along each circle. In the
experiment, 40 query messages were sent to the chosen
region at the same time from other randomly chosen
regions. In this experiment, the upper 95%, lower 95%
and median of results within the 95% confidence interval
are reported. Figure 9(b) shows the accumulated total
number of queries received by nodes along different
circles versus different radii. The accumulated result
increases linearly with the increase of the radius in both
LORD-F and LORD-P with a small variance. The results
indicate that load distribution is almost balanced in
different circles in the region. The figure also shows that
the line of LORD-P is above the line of LORD-F, which
means that LORD-P has fewer queries along circles with
larger radii and more queries along circles with smaller
radii. Recall that a node in the destination region may
not have the required metadata in LORD-P, and then
a node in the circle with a smaller radius is further
queried, leading to more queries along the circle with
small radius. These experimental results demonstrate the
advantage of maintaining redundant metadata replicas.
Though it brings about a certain additional overhead,
it enables queries to be distributed to different nodes
in one region, thus avoiding overloading nodes and
enhancing mobility-resilience.

Figure 9(c) shows the overhead incurred per region of
LORD-F and LORD-P versus the node moving speed.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of full replication and partial replication.

It shows that the overhead in LORD-F increases much
faster than that in LORD-P and the variance is small.
As the node mobility increases, the nodes in the system
have a higher frequency of moving in and out of a
region, generating higher updating overhead. LORD-F
generates more messages than LORD-P for the same
reason as in Figure 7(a).

Figure 9(d) shows the overhead incurred per region of
LORD-F and LORD-P versus network size. As the net-
work size increases, the overhead per region in LORD-
F increases dramatically, while in LORD-P, it increases
slightly and the variance is small. As the number of
nodes increase, more nodes need to update their lo-
cations and conduct mapping updates. Therefore, the
overheads in LORD-F and LORD-P grow. As explained
for Figure 4(c), in most cases, a node does not need
to transfer its metafile to another node when it leaves
its region and does not need to get the new metafile
when it moves into a new region. More nodes in the
system generate higher-density regions, which increases
the number of nodes that are not replica nodes and
reduces the number of metafile transfers. As a result,
as the number of nodes increases, LORD-P only has
a slight increase in overhead while LORD-F produces
more metafile transfers and hence higher overhead.

6.2 Performance in Unbalanced Networks
In this test, we used the coloring-based partial replica-
tion algorithm and randomly chose 10 regions out of
the total 100 regions as sparse regions. A node has 99%
probability of moving to the 90 high-density regions
and 1% probability of moving to the 10 sparse regions.
We use balanced-10 and unbalanced-10 to denote a
balanced network and an unbalanced network in which
the moving speed of nodes was set to 10 m/s. The same
applies to other methods.

Figure 10(a) shows the average success rates of LORD
in the balanced network and the unbalanced network
versus the network size. It shows that LORD gener-
ates a slightly lower success rate in the unbalanced
network than in the balanced network, which indicates
that LORD still performs well in sparse networks. In
an unbalanced network, if a metadata’s mapped region
has no node inside, it is stored in a proxy region. RGR
can guarantee that a query can always reach the region
of the queried metadata. A few nodes in the sparse
regions may drop queries when they are overloaded and
cannot find a lightly loaded node nearby to transfer the
queries. The figure also shows that as the network size

increases, the success rates of both the balanced and
unbalanced networks decrease. This is mainly due to
untimely mapping updates and channel congestion as
explained in Figure 4(a). We also see that as the node
mobility increases, the query success rates decrease in
both balanced and unbalanced networks. High mobility
leads to a high mapping update frequency. Therefore,
some queries fail to be resolved due to the metadata
mapping update delay.

Figure 10(b) shows the total overhead versus the net-
work size. It shows that the overhead of the unbalanced
network is slightly higher than that of the balanced
network. RGR generates longer path lengths due to
sparse regions in responding metadata or transferring
metadata in mapping updates. However, only slightly
higher overhead indicates that RGR still performs well
in sparse networks. We see that as the network size in-
creases, the overhead increases gradually because more
nodes generate messages for mapping updates. We also
see that higher mobility leads to more messages because
higher mobility leads to more location updates and more
metafile transfers in mapping updates.

Figure 10(c) shows the average path length versus the
number of nodes in the system. It shows that the average
path length of the nodes in an unbalanced network is
higher than that in a balanced network. This is because
in the unbalanced network, a query message must move
around the sparse regions, which takes more hops for
the message to reach the region of the queried metadata.
The figure also shows that as the network size increases,
the average path length increases marginally. In RGR, a
node forwards a message to the node that is the farthest
in an angle range from itself. Since more nodes within
a confined angle range generate a more zigzagged path,
the path length increases slightly. We also see that as the
mobility of the nodes increases, the average path length
increases slightly. This is because an identified message
receiver may leave its location when the message arrives
at the location when node mobility rate is high, leading
to a longer path length.

6.3 Resilience of RGR to Measurement Errors
We further validate the performance of RGR with in-
accurate measurement of distances and angles. In this
test, we set the number of nodes to 1,000 and followed
the experiment settings in Figure 4 but purposely added
errors to the actual distances and angles. For each mea-
surement, the errors were randomly selected from the
range [−δ ∗ V, δ ∗ V ], in which δ is the inaccuracy rate
and V is the actual value of the distance or angle.
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Fig. 10: Performance in an unbalanced network.

TABLE 2: Test with moderate inaccurate measurement.
Inaccuracy rate 0 5 10 15 20 25
Success rate 0.986 0.970 0.965 0.963 0.958 0.951
Ave. path length 8.68 9.07 9.43 9.64 9.79 9.95

Table 2 shows the test results when δ was varied from
0 to 25% with 5% increase in each step. We see that as
the error increases, the success rate decreases and the
average path length increases gradually. This is because
when nodes fail to measure the distances and angles ac-
curately, they may fail to choose the optimal forwarders
that can lead to the destination most efficiently, thus
generating a degraded success rate and an increased
path length. However, we see that when δ increases to
25%, the success rate only slightly decreases and still
keeps high, while the average path length increases for
about 15%. The reason is that packets are still forwarded
in the direction of the destination area even with inac-
curate measurement. Therefore, even though inaccurate
measurement leads to failures of finding the optimal
message forwarding paths, most packets can still reach
their destinations with slightly longer path lengths.

TABLE 3: Test with severe inaccurate measurement.
Inaccuracy rate 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Success rate 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.85
Ave. path length 9.98 10.06 10.21 10.26 10.31 10.36 10.45

To further evaluate the performance of RGR with
severe measurement inaccuracy, we increased δ from
30% to 90% with 10% increase in each step. The test
results are shown in Table 3. We see that even with
very high inaccuracy, RGR still achieves relatively high
success rate. This is due to the reason that RGR al-
ways tries to forward messages in the direction of their
destination areas and then the measurement inaccuracy
only causes more detours in most cases, thus leading to
increased average path lengths, as shown in the table.
Above results demonstrate the high resilience of RGR
on the inaccurate measurement of distances and angles
in routing.
6.4 Performance of the Parallel File Fetching
In this test, we use “ParaFileFetch” to denote the parallel
file fetching algorithm, use “SeqFileFetch” to denote
the algorithm where a node fetches a file from only
one file host, and use “ParaFileFetch-M” to denote the
algorithm where an intermediate node merges different
file segments of a file when receiving them. We set the
size of each file segment to 100 kb and created files with
sizes randomly chosen from the range [100kb, 400kb].
Therefore, each file can be divided to 1 to 4 segments.
We then created 1500 file requests. The test results are
shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4: Performance of different file fetching algorithms.
Method Success rate Ave. delay Ave. path length
SeqFileFetch 0.905 14.92 20.8
ParaFileFetch 0.912 5.27 21.1
ParaFileFetch-M 0.911 5.21 18.1

We see that the parallel file fetching algorithm slightly
increases the success rate since it distributes the load
more evenly in the network, thereby reducing conges-
tion. We also find that the algorithm greatly reduces the
average delay to obtain a file. This is because “ParaFile-
Fetch” and “ParaFileFetch-M” transmit different file seg-
ments to the requester simultaneously, while “SeqFile-
Fetch” transmits a whole file sequentially. We further
see that ”ParaFileFetch-M” has shorter average delay
and path length than “ParaFileFetch”. “ParaFileFetch-
M” merges file segments on intermediate nodes, thus
further reducing congestion and the number of forward-
ing hops needed to retrieve all file segments of a file.

7 RELATED WORK

Data search systems in WSNs. Previous data search
systems in WSNs can be classified to categories of flood-
ing [2–7] and geographic routing based method [12–22].
In the flooding method, each node retains the data it
senses locally, and a query must be flooded through
the network to retrieve data, which generates a high
overhead. The geographic routing based method maps
a file to a geographical location and stores it in the node
closest to the location. The method uses the geographic
routing [23–26, 37, 38] to store and query data, which
consumes high energy to obtain location information. In
a highly mobile network, this method needs to update
the file holders of files and transfers data frequently,
which generates high overhead and cannot guarantee
successful querying. There are other data search works
in WSNs focusing on other aspects such as those in [39–
41]. Due to space limitation, we only present the works
most relevant to our work.
Data search systems in MANETs. Current data
search systems in MANETs are either flooding/local-
broadcasting based [8] or topological routing based [9–
11]. The former relies on flooding or local-broadcasting
for data search. However, flooding is not energy-efficient
due to a tremendously high volume of transmitted
messages, and local broadcasting cannot guarantee data
discovery. Also, maintaining many large routing tables
in the system consumes extremely large amounts of
resources. The work in [42] proved that the topological
routing is not applicable in a highly mobile and dense
environment. In the topological routing based methods,
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nodes advertise their available data, build content tables
for received advertisements, and forward data requests
to the nodes with high probability of possessing the data.
However, they cannot guarantee data discovery because
of possible expired routes in the content tables caused
by node mobility. Further, advertising generates high
overhead. Our proposed LORD system does not rely
on exact location information, which saves substantial
amounts of energy. It also overcomes the shortcomings
of current data search systems in WSNs and MANETs.
Datta et al. [24] proposed connected dominating set rout-
ing, in which a number of special nodes (i.e. dominating
nodes) connect to each other for packet transmission.
However, it requires GPS and its clusters change as the
network topology changes, which increases the cluster
maintenance overhead. LORD’s regions are geographi-
cally fixed and thus do not need maintenance. Also, its
RGR routing does not rely on high-overhead GPSs or
topological routing.

Recently, social networks are used in routing or
content-based service in MANETs [43–47]. Most of the
methods utilize node movement pattern by forwarding
a message to a node with the highest meeting frequency
to the destinations. These methods cannot be simply
used for data search because they assume destinations
are known. Also, unlike these works, LORD does not
focus on a wireless network with an obvious movement
pattern in a social network, and it can be applied to
general wireless networks. We leave the consideration
of social network properties in LORD as future work.


